Final ANNOUNCEMENT

The Ithaca Tangueros,
a Cornell RSO, present:

For the FIRST TIME in Ithaca . . .

DANIELA PUCCI
& LUIS BIANCI

September 26 - 28, 2008

We are delighted to welcome to Ithaca for the first time, Daniela Pucci and Luis Bianchi who are rapidly becoming established as renowned teachers of tango. They teach students to feel comfortable in the embrace, to communicate clearly with their partner and to dance musically. They believe that dancing tango should be fun in a relaxed atmosphere with a tolerant attitude towards each person’s abilities and limitations. They work closely with their students, offering individual feedback.

They are praised for being warm and dynamic.

Don’t miss this chance to learn from these wonderful teachers.

Friday, Sept 26th: 8:00-9:00  Free Tango Lesson for Absolute Beginners  Big Red Barn
9:00-12:00  Welcoming Milonga  Big Red Barn

Saturday, Sept 27th:  Island Health & Fitness

12:30-2:00  Secrets of the Connection  ALL
2:15-3:45  ElegantMovements around the Axes  INT/ADV
4:30-6:00  Explosion and Expression: Adding Dynamics to Circular Movement  INT/ADV
9 pm-1 am  Gran Milonga  519 Willard Straight

Sunday, Sept 28th:  Island Health/Fit

12:30-2:00  Intention and Projection  ALL
2:15-3:45  Making Colgadas Effortless: All the Secrets of Colgada Technique
4:30-6:00  Linear, Circular, Continuous Motor Colgadas for Open/Close Embrace
9 pm-1 am  Sunday Milonga  Chanti Loft

All events: $90 ($15/class); after Sept 22nd: $105 ($20/class); Gran Milonga: $10; Regular Milonga: $5
Students: -33% (-25% after Sept 22nd)

FURTHER INFO:

<www.rso.cornell.edu/tango/> ... and click on “Tango Workshop”

Contact: Wolfgang Sachse: <whs3@cornell.edu>  [607.255.5065]
Juan Brache: <jbrache@twcny.rr.com>  [607.273.5498]
Ksenia Kriksunov: <kithaca@gmail.com>